Job satisfaction as a matter of time, team, and trust: A qualitative study of hospital nurses’ experiences
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Abstract

Support and variety regarding work, autonomy, organizational constraints, and promotion opportunities are factors contributing to job satisfaction or lack thereof among hospital nurses together with self-perceived health, education and career orientation. The aim of this study was to explore public hospital nurses’ experiences of job satisfaction. This qualitative study was undertaken in a caring theory context. Ten proficient Danish hospital nurses were interviewed twice and data were analysed using a hermeneutic approach. The analysis revealed that time, team, and trust were essential components in job satisfaction. Time, team and trust helped the nurses collaborate with patients, care for relatives, and work in teams with other hospital staff members. Lack of job satisfaction occurred when time was too short or quality care was threatened, when the nurses felt alone and had to finish their job in a hurry, or when they perceived distrust from others about the care they provided. One hand, these subject matters gave staff nurses a feeling of autonomy and helped strengthen their proficiency. Thus, the nurses could provide fundamental patient care in a timely and knowledgeable manner. On the other hand, lack of any of the three Ts threatened not only job satisfaction, but also patient care and nurse retainment.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Job satisfaction

Job satisfaction is connected to the clinical nurse’s position in the organization, clinical grade, and the individual ward culture.[1,2] It furthermore has significance for the understanding of the changing nature of nurses’ job satisfaction, and how it links to recruitment and retention problems. Patient load, staffing level, and work responsibilities[3] are known as important components of nursing retention. Therefore, the purpose of this paper was to investigate Danish nurses’ experiences of job satisfaction.

1.2 Background

Through decades, the literature documents that nurses’ job satisfaction cannot be viewed homogenously;[4-6] satisfaction and dissatisfaction emerge due to many reasons. Support and variety in work, autonomy, organizational constraint, leadership and promotional opportunities are prominent factors for job satisfaction. In addition, self-perceived health, educational work and career orientation also adds to increased job satisfaction.[7] Climate among professionals, educational reimbursement, flexible scheduling, and higher wages are decisive factors when registered nurses (RNs)
In a study examining the relationship between the number of nurses, ward organizational structure, practice and attitude towards care provision, no correlation was found between a high nurse/patient ratio and innovative nursing practice. In contrast, McGillis Hall & Kiesners' narrative interviews with hospital RNs revealed that nurses were loaded down with guilt and responsibility; commitment and the working conditions prevented them from providing the quality care they wished to perform. The RNs experienced frustration and distress due to a high number of acute admitted patients, heavy workload, time constraints and increased responsibility, often due to lack of staff. Working overtime was common and was perceived to have a negative impact on work, family life, personal health and even patient outcomes.

Near-miss and adverse event situations were investigated among novice RNs and also by expert nurses due to work overload. Findings showed that the novices needed consistent available expertise due to unpredictable workload under time constraint. Supporting novice nurses was essential for recruiting and retaining RNs and for them to provide safe quality care. Insufficient space combined with noisy surroundings are reasons for lack of job satisfaction. Further, Wethje & Borg stress that the rate of sick leave affects the RNs’ job conditions. The average sick leave in their study was 10 days per year; it was influenced by long working hours, unsatisfactory working climate, role conflicts, number of demands, expectations to repress emotions and low social support. Nearly every second RN (42%) wanted to quit their job often due to unsatisfactory working hours and lack of professional developmental opportunities. Only 10% (n = 2943) of respondents intended to stay in nursing until the age of retirement. The authors concluded that a more prominent consideration of the meaning of job satisfaction would postpone the nurses’ retirement and add a qualified workforce to nursing care.

Through an early critical literature review, Kennerly found that both workers and administrators are challenged by the dynamic nature of healthcare systems and that they establish team-based strategies to support personal autonomy. The literature showed that shared governance and autonomy were crucial for continuous advancement of nursing practice. Likewise, in a survey measuring nurses’ job satisfaction, Finn found professional autonomy to be the most important job satisfaction component closely followed by interaction, task requirements, professional status and organizational policies. However, the nurses in Finn’s study felt little autonomy; instead, their activities were programmed; the RNs had too much responsibility as well as too little authority.

Given this literature data, a variety of perceptions about what constitutes job satisfaction were considered though the prominent features were style of governance and autonomy in doing the job. Likewise, job satisfaction seemed to be conditioned by staffing and patient outcomes, nurse-patient ratio, near-miss situations and ethical climates in the ward. However, the literature revealed a lack of documentation from the Nordic nurses’ perspective. As the Nordic public health care system might have its special features, a study about clinical job satisfaction seemed pertinent.

The study was done in a caring theory context assuming that care is the core and moral ideal of nursing and that human beings are relational and interdependent. Registered nurses (RN) have been described through a step-wise development from novice to advanced beginner to competent and for some RNs to a possible higher level: proficiency. When reaching this stage, the opportunity to develop into an expert and perform with clinical wisdom seems to occur due to further experience. Proficiency is the main concept to explore in this study as it is significant for the RNs’ clinical actions concerning expertise and clinical wisdom. In Benner & Wrubels theory, caring is primarily defined as: “the alleviation of vulnerability; the promotion of growth and health; the facilitation of comfort, dignity, or a good and peaceful death; mutual realization; and the preservation and extension of human possibilities in a person, a community, a family, or a tradition.” Caring as an action encompasses different strengths depending on whether the RN is a novice, competent or expert nurse, as it requires proficiency and experience to recognize patterns of significance in individual patients and act upon them in the clinical setting.

1.3 Aim and correspondence to the research design

The aim of this study was to explore Danish hospital nurses’ experiences of job satisfaction. The study took place at two hospitals in the Western part of Denmark. It was a qualitative study and the data collection method was through semi-structured interviews. To get a thorough understanding of the nurses’ experiences, each nurse was interviewed twice. A hermeneutic approach of data analysis was done to understand the meaning of the clinical nurses’ experiences with job satisfaction. In this approach, the nurses are understood as situated in a world of meaningful actions; they are regarded as a reservoir of knowledge and experience and supposed to be able to talk about their experiences. The key issue in a hermeneutic study is to determine meaning, significance, and importance found in each participant’s response and to transform these meanings into a whole new understanding of the subject matter.

2 Method

2.1 Sampling procedures

Before initiating the study, we sent a written application to the nursing executives who approved the study and for-
warded the contact to the nurse leaders of the involved departments. The participants were contacted through their nurse leaders who had been informed of the study by the first author.

The sampling criteria for the nurses were that they were considered proficient by peers as well as by themselves and that they received an additional monthly stipend for their professional competency.\(^{[20]}\)

By settling for this additional payment, the hospital leaders had shown that some staff members were more valuable than others. The proficiency as background for a stipend was determined by nurse leaders.\(^{[20]}\) Peers were asked to find those with an admirable nursing performance, and the variation in age, experience and sex was chosen by the first author. A varied sampling was intentional,\(^{[25]}\) and variation in jobs and experiences was sought. The goal was to get a rich material through a limited number of cases and to generate insight that could be applied well beyond the confines of the study.\(^{[25]}\) A total of 20 interviews were done by the first author and they took place either during or in connection with working hours and in quiet rooms close to the hospital units.

### 2.2 Interview as method

An interview style equivalent to a dialogue was used to search for the interviewees’ experiences. To secure the quality of the interviews, a video-taped piloted interview was performed and analysed prior to the first interview with the RNs the piloting of the researcher’s interview technique informed the researcher of some deficits such as taking appropriate breaks between questions and the need for a guided reflection framework.\(^{[27]}\)

During the interviews, the researcher was open and listened, asked broad questions and gave the respondent proper time to answer. The participants were asked to talk about a typical day at work in details, with whom they collaborate, the impact of their job conditions on family life and how they engage in developmental work. Further, they were asked to describe episodes that made an impact on them and had shown something important about the job, and they were asked to talk about their responsibilities in clinical nursing, their actions, thoughts and feelings about issues of importance for their jobs. At the second interview, questions based on a preliminary analysis of the first interview were included and the dialogue added further understanding of the nurses’ experiences. The interviews lasted from 45 to 75 minutes.

### 2.3 Ethical considerations

The study was designed following The Ethical Guidelines for Nursing Research in the Nordic Countries,\(^{[28]}\) and considered that the participants received verbal and written information about the study, that they did not suffer any damage, that the participation was voluntary and the findings were presented in an anonymous fashion.

### 2.4 Data analysis

Data were listened to, transcribed verbatim and read through several times. Data were then analysed in steps designed to produce new parts and a new enlarged whole.\(^{[25]}\) Following the spiral fashion of the hermeneutic circle, every step forward in the analysis was connected with the previous step in order to interpret the new abstraction in the light of the original statements. As seen in Table 1, a total of seven steps were taken before reaching a satisfactory and comprehensive interpretation that seemed to justify a new and complete understanding of the subject matter. When performing this analysis, the authors, being researchers and trained as nurses, tried to repress their theoretical and clinical understanding, and to be open to what the data said about job satisfaction.

### 3 Results

In this study, the nurses’ job satisfaction had recurrent patterns. We found these patterns to be matters of time, team, and trust. Positive and negative experiences of time, team, and trust were connected to the nurses’ perceptions of leadership, collaboration and quality patient care, and these matters also made them consider staying in their job or getting job with less workload. In the following, job satisfaction as time, team, and trust will be elaborated.

#### 3.1 Sample characteristics

Participants were ten female hospital registered nurses (RN’s) working in operating theatres, outpatient departments, surgical and medical units. Adults as well as children were admitted to these wards. The participants ranged in age from 30-57 years, and had 5-32 years of nursing experience. All nurses contacted accepted participation.

#### 3.2 Job satisfaction and time

Time was a factor that in one way or another shaped the working experience, the perception of satisfaction or dissatisfaction and the nurses’ self-understanding. Time, whether there was lots of time or lack of time, was a matter that the RNs had to take a stand on. Time was decisive in many ways. Having enough time gave the nurses a chance to make a difference in patient outcomes, which was something they were very keen on and that made them feel good. Lack of time, on the other hand, was a matter that prevented them from reaching this goal; it made them feel unsatisfied.

Job satisfaction was present if staffing and collaboration were in order; there was time to support each individual patient’s needs and time to reflect upon whether the efforts done made a difference. The feeling of being the one who
made a difference for the patient was especially satisfying; it seemed to be related to decreased turnover. To know that we do make a difference for our patients is a solid reason to stay here.” (RN 5) Having time to help patients deal with the demands from a life with chronic disease was a source of job satisfaction. “We have cancer patients and youths suffering from intestinal diseases being prepared for surgery. Working with patients in crisis and helping them deal with new life circumstances is so meaningful, it gives me reason to stay here.” (RN 7)

Table 1: Steps during the analysis of transcripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Steps in analysis</th>
<th>Planned circular movements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>Each first and second interview are read as a whole; a description of every interviewee began</td>
<td>Forward: characteristics of each nurse written as a statement Backwards: view selection criteria and research questions to deepen understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Statements regarding areas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction; meaningful and meaningless tasks were read to investigate the content</td>
<td>Forward: groups of information are developed Backwards: compare statements with each nurse’s specificity to understand her points of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>The purpose of the study guided the third reading and the analysis progressed into a beginning understanding of the coherence of the statements.</td>
<td>Forward: sub-themes are emerging Backwards: emerging sub-themes are evaluated as to the situation they are expressed in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>Coherence of statements are investigated from the perspective of answers in first and second interview</td>
<td>Forward: trustworthiness of statements are investigated Backwards: coherence with individual interviewees’ view is evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>A structure in themes and sub-themes arise</td>
<td>Forward: figures and tables are drafted to illustrate coherence Backwards: re-reading original statements for validation purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth</td>
<td>Clarifying the structure in the analysis with details in interview text</td>
<td>Forward: based on the analysis, transcripts are re-read Backwards: second step is repeated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh</td>
<td>Final step. A structure of time, team and trust is established through further analysis</td>
<td>Forward: findings are presented and discussed Backwards: steps are evaluated to strengthen the trustworthiness of the analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lack of time made the nurses unsatisfied and distressed. Heavy bedside workload combined with a high rate of nursing students demanding teaching and learning provoked distress and unsatisfactory working conditions. Lack of time was a burden. Nurses were unsatisfied when they recognized that their patients were at risk; lack of time did not allow the patients to receive the help, attention, guidance or the basic treatment they needed. Likewise, time constraint had the potential to make the nurses inattentive. One nurse said: "Doing one task knowing you are in a hurry because two or three other tasks are waiting for you might lead to mistakes - and worse, you might not know in time.” (RN 3)

The burden of too little time with patients could be related to short staffing or be caused by staff sick leave. Often the RNs found the nurse manager’s demands for efficiency unreasonable; working efficiently did not always give enough time to fully concentrate on each task. The intensive turnover of patients was another reason for RN’s lack of job satisfaction. Patients, who were discharged, did not have a bed and were often waiting in a chair for hours until the transportation arrived. Further, much documentation was perceived as time consuming; the time used for documentation was taken from the bedside care. One nurse said: “The nurse leaders have brought documentation of nursing care into focus. In my opinion, all this documentation is unnecessary. I bring up to 20 pieces of paper for each new patient I meet. I get angry being forced into meeting patients this way. I really would like to spend my time with patients otherwise.” (RN 6)

Generally, the nurses were concerned about lack of time for quality patient care and lack of time to act professionally. One nurse said "It is so unsatisfactory if we as nurses do not have the time to act professionally and make sure that everything that needs a check-up is checked upon, that the patient is well prepared through tests or is given medicine necessary to his health.” (RN 3)

3.3 Job satisfaction and team

Each nurse’s work was generally part of a team effort to help the patient, and teamwork was a source of both job satisfaction as well as job dissatisfaction. The nurses appreciated working together; and the relationships with colleagues, patients and relatives provided job satisfaction. The staff working together also had an impact on the working spirit in the ward. A team spirit was present when the nurses expressed themselves as ‘we’ when talking about nurses. Working in teams helped the nurses finish their job quicker and in a satisfactory manner, while working alone made them feel that they didn’t get as much work done and the quality of the work was less satisfactory. It was satisfying
to work with a colleague or a physician they were familiar with; to manage the different situations together and to base their work on mutual reflections, experiences and understanding. Older colleagues were appreciated. The nurses worried about how to keep them in the team; they suggested fewer evening and night shifts and longer holidays.

Patients and relatives were likewise included in the team. Collaboration with patients and relatives was a meaningful part of whether a nurse felt comfortable at work. When considering leaving the job, it was seldom due to the patients. “I never considered leaving because of the patients, on the contrary, they were the reason to stay.” (RN 5)

When a patient arrived at the hospital and the diagnosis was fatal, the nurses included the relatives in their care. Helping the relatives through the crisis and communicating with them was described as a source of job satisfaction: "When a new patient arrives and may be dying, and if there is no contact with the patient we need to care for the relatives and make sure their pain is eased or made bearable." (RN 1)

Likewise, the team spirit helped the nurses feel caring and being cared for. Some nurses however, felt as mechanical bodies due to the overload of duties. They did the task they were told to do, offering nursing without caring. “The feeling of not being able to care, to have a dialogue or to dwell with the patients that is so unsatisfactory.” (RN 3) Nurses could also blame the nurse leader for an unsatisfying care situation where the team spirit and caring was missing. “The nurse leader chose to plan this way; then she also has to bear the burden of the result.” (RN 9)

3.4 Job satisfaction and trust

Trust was a prominent component in job satisfaction and was closely connected to how the ward was governed. The nurse leader’s ability to delegate responsibility gave job satisfaction. One nurse felt trusted when having responsibility and at the same time being in charge. “I am in charge of everything around the patients’ care. Our nurse leader likes to delegate responsibility. So I am quite experienced in doing this.” (RN 2) Another nurse showed confidence in a newly appointed nurse leader; her future initiatives were promising: “I expect a lot from our new nurse leader. I can feel her positive intentions, she is aware of what happens in the ward or what needs to be changed. I expect her to add positive suggestions to patient care.” (RN 10)

In contrast, a nurse leader who did not have strong professional objectives for the ward or did not support the staff when demands came for increased efficiency was not trusted. This type of management had a negative influence on job satisfaction; it did not improve professional development. “So far there has been shortage of time for development or initiatives and some of the staff see the nurse leader as being too weak in supporting our claims: When we try to set up new initiatives, we are always told that it cannot be afforded.” (RN 2)

An uninspiring attitude about developing programs in the ward was found. Developmental educational material was described as taking a lot of effort, group work and trust in patient outcomes but the product had little relevance: “Our first step was to write a booklet to hand out to patients. We wrote down the information, we normally bring verbally. It was tested by the ward staff but it seemed as a poor improvement.” (RN 4) Likewise, lack of interest in mutual goals was experienced when RNs were given the responsibility for a developmental program without having enough time to accomplish the task.

The RNs, however, expressed trust in their profession. There was a genuine belief that nursing at its best contributed to continuity of care and was important for patients; hospital nursing care was essential in itself and when considering the continuous and frequent turnover of residents. Job satisfaction also appeared when colleagues showed their appreciation and openly declared their confidence in the RNs’ actions and decisions. A promising mutual goal was to help develop novice clinical nurses’ personal ability in dealing with expert patients: “We prepare our new colleagues before they encounter families with specific demands. They have to learn how to deal with specific situations and issues in a professional way.” (RN 9) Confidence in the development of each RN’s special capability towards proficiency was seen: “Patients need nurses who can estimate their need for care; therefore, nurses have to develop this proficiency.” (RN 8)

4 Discussion

This study investigated Danish hospital nurses’ experiences of job satisfaction. Ten RNs were interviewed twice and data analysed using the hermeneutic approach. The analysis revealed time, team, and trust to be important parts of meaningful matters of job satisfaction. The themes overlap each other and are only separated for research purposes. In this study, job satisfaction was experienced as time to make a difference for the patient and to guide patients. Lack of job satisfaction occurred when there was a perceived lack of time or quality care.

4.1 Time, team and trust

Time is needed to form a professional judgment in each situation where the power is in possession of both parts[29] time allows the nurse to encounter the patient professionally with enough time for the human beings to sense, experience and be genuinely present.[17,30,31] The nurses in our study complained about lack of time leading to decrease in the quality of care; they confirmed Martinsen’s[17] assumption that the social and instrumental time in the hospitals were dominating and contributing to a non-caring atmosphere. Time then, for better or worse, is a conditional context when caring for
Given a rhythmic quality, time helps a conversation between the nurse and the patient to turn into a dialogue: “When the nursing dialogue is genuinely intersubjective, it has a kind of synchronicity that is evident in the nurse’s being with and doing with the patient”.[32–34] The nurse feels in harmony with the rhythm of the dialogue and becomes satisfied with her work. Time is not only actual time; it is connected to patient care, leadership and nursing as a profession.

Our findings about lack of time suggest that Nordic nurses share some of the same experiences regarding the influence of time on their job satisfaction, as has been identified among nurses in the United Kingdom.[33] In that study, the UK nurses felt, to a great extent, overworked. They lacked time to perform nursing tasks i.e. addressing patient’s anxiety, fear, or concern. The nurses experienced aggressive behaviour from patients and/or relatives, as well as other staff members. It seems that when nurses disperse their time, it causes distress to their surroundings and initiates a vicious circle.[33]

In our study, job satisfaction was closely related to working in teams with staff and nurse leaders, collaboration with patients, and care for relatives. The RNs demonstrated team spirit. Our findings concur with earlier studies of team building as contributing to professional development and job satisfaction as well as to the quality of care.[21, 34] A caring working community helps knowledge development to flourish.[35] Fitzgerald and colleagues[36] concern was that as long as “we believe that what we espouse is what we practise, we will perceive no need for review or change”. They intended to inform nurses of the differences between espoused philosophy and how they spend their time at work. Our concern is for nurse leaders to work in teams and involve ward nurses in addressing the important developmental task of, through an open testing of daily habits, making choices and having preferences, for colleagues to work in teams about their priorities and to prevent turnover caused by lack of individual job satisfaction.

More than time and team, job satisfaction in our study encompassed trust. Trust was a future-oriented confidence and thereby to be trusted as a responsible person and responsibility in our study is a positive trait in job satisfaction. Our concern was that as long as “we believe that what we espouse is what we practise, we will perceive no need for review or change”. They intended to inform nurses of the differences between espoused philosophy and how they spend their time at work. Our concern is for nurse leaders to work in teams and involve ward nurses in addressing the important developmental task of, through an open testing of daily habits, making choices and having preferences, for colleagues to work in teams about their priorities and to prevent turnover caused by lack of individual job satisfaction.

Further, trust in this study was connected to autonomy. When a nurse was delegated responsibility and was “in charge with everything around the patient care”, the nurse’s work was based on self-management and done with satisfaction. This seems in line with Mrayyan[39] who found that supportive management increases nurses’ autonomy while autocratic management and workload are factors decreasing nurses’ autonomy. Our study confirmed this; time constraints and workload could make a nurse feel like “a mechanical body” doing the job in a far from caring fashion. In a time where caring is widely declared to be the core of nursing[24,31,40] or the moral ideal of nursing,[18] nursing is developing as an independent practice discipline. It is not surprising that nurses feel frustrated, distressed and unsatisfied when patient care suffers due to lack of time, team, and trust. The nurses of this century know that nursing has independent tasks fundamental to patient care. It is clear that job satisfaction is closely linked to the feeling of autonomy.

4.2 The trustworthiness of the study

The trustworthiness in the areas of credibility replaces the discussion of validity and reliability in quantitative studies.[41–43] Credibility has to do with the confidence of truth. In this study, credibility was achieved through interviewing each respondent twice, thus giving a prolonged engagement. In the second interview, the participants showed a more open, relaxed and informative attitude towards the interviewer’s questions, and an in-depth understanding of what the interviewee’s perspective was gained. This was enhanced by regularly substantiating the interpreted text with quotes of the nurses’ experiences.

Assessing dependability can be in areas such as a stepwise replication.[44] Our study provides dependability through a table of the stepwise analysis and through dialogue between the researchers. The issue of transferability is linked with the generalizability of the data[44] and a discussion of the extent to which the findings can be transferred to other groups or settings.

4.3 Study limitations

The study is limited to concern conditions as Danish hospital nurses experienced them; they cannot be immediately generalized to other contexts. However, the findings are systematically presented and discussed and they give a picture of how job satisfaction in a public Nordic context is experienced. The overall findings of this study suggest for nurse leaders and clinical nurses, as part of an empowerment plan, to have an open mutual attitude towards the connections between nurses’ job satisfaction, their time to make a difference for patients, how this is linked with a reach for “best practice” and clinical nurses’ actual possibility for autonomy.
4.4 Recommendations

Based on this study, we recommend:

- Investigating how nurse leaders handle nurses’ struggle to lower their administrative duties and form a professional judgment in each situation aiming for more autonomy in their patient care.
- Studying how patient care can develop and be visible as the main purpose for nurses in a time when economy is increasing and apparently is a threat to nurses’ job satisfaction.
- Searching how nurses’ job satisfaction is contributing to professional development and job satisfaction as well as to the quality of care.
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